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Free Mental Health Guide

for K-12 Educators

To help you prepare for the upcoming

year, GoGuardian and Pear Deck have

collaborated with mental health

experts to create a collection of

resources and tools you can use in

your schools.

Recruiting Black Male

Teachers of Tomorrow

 



Educator Michael Greene re�ects on

his own K-12 experience and

discusses why inspiring more young

Black men to become teachers is

important for student success.

Join Us at Pear Fair

Our hit virtual event is back on July

28, designed to energize and equip

you with resources to make this year a

success. Featuring two learning tracks

and all-star educational leaders, this

is an event you don’t want to miss!

We're adding Edulastic to

the GoGuardian family!

Together we can imagine a

future where every

student is ready and

inspired to solve the

world’s greatest

challenges. Learn more

about this recent

acquisition here. 

Google recently expanded

its free digital citizenship

curriculum to include 35

ready-to-teach Pear Deck

activities! Add the Be

Internet Awesome

curriculum to your library,

along with vocabulary

lists, certi�cates for

recognition, and more!

Have you explored the new

CERCA Slides with Pear

Deck? Designed by

teachers to engage

students and spark

courageous thinking, the

latest set focuses on the

important questions of

learning and the purpose

of education in our time.

 

We're on a mission to help teachers deliver powerful learning moments to



every student, every day.
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Make sure you don't miss a thing! Click here to sign up for Pear Mail.
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